Aherne, Julian
(Environmental & Resource Science/Studies)

Ahlstrand, Bruce
(Business Administration)

Akram-Lodhi, Haroon
(International Development Studies)

Anastakis, Dimitry (History)

Arvin, Mak (Economics)

Atkinson, Bill (Physics & Astronomy)

Baban, Feyzi (Political Studies)
“Nationalism and Public Identities in Turkey” ed. by Fuat Keyman, Enlightenment and Citizenship, Bilgi University Press, 2011, pp.64-83

Balfour, Gillian (Sociology)


Bauer, Ben (Psychology)

Bauer, B. (2010). Phantom arcs: Now you see them ... Perception 39, 12, 1681-1683

Beresford, David (Biolog)


Berrill, Deborah (School of Education and Professional Learning)


Bhandar, Davina (Canadian Studies)


Bialuschewski, Arne (History)


“Jacobite Pirates?” Histoire sociale/Social History 44 (2011), pp. 147-64

Bocking, Stephen (Environmental & Resource Science/Studies)


Bode, Rita (English Literature)


Bordo, Jonathan (Cultural Studies)

Wilderness as Symbolic Form – Thoreau, Gruenewald and the Group of Seven in Pascale Guibert Reflective Landscapes of the Anglophone Countries Amsterdam, Rodopi pp.149-172.


Brenner, Ingrid (Trent/Fleming School of Nursing/Biology)


Bruce, Catherine (School of Education and Professional Learning)


Frost, Paul (Biology)
Hicks, A.L. and Frost, P.C. 2011. Shifts in aquatic macrophyte abundance and community composition in cottage developed lakes of the Canadian Shield. Aquatic Botany 94: 9-16

Grant, Shelagh (Canadian Studies)

Guéguen, Céline (Chemistry)

Haines, Helen (Anthropology)

Healy, Paul (Anthropology)

Hill, Stephen (Environmental & Resource Science/Studies)

Hintelmann, Holger (Chemistry/Environmental & Resource Science/Studies)

Hodges, Hugh (English Literature)

Hollinger, Veronica (Cultural Studies)

Howes, Moira (Philosophy)

Humphreys, Sara (English Literature)

Humphreys, Terry (Psychology)
Hurl-Eamon, Jennine (History)  

Hurley, Richard (Computing & Information Systems)  

Iannacci, Luigi (School of Education and Professional Learning)  


Iannone, Gyles (Anthropology)  
Longstaffe, Matthew, and Iannone, Gyles 2011. Households and Social Trajectories: The Site Core Community at Minanha, Belize. Research Reports in Belizean Archaeology 8: 45-59.


Kapron, Carolyn (Biostatistics and Health Research)  


Katz, Stephen (Sociology)  


Keenleyside, Anne (Anthropology)  


Kennett, Deborah (Psychology)  


Kettler, David (Political Studies)  


Kyle, Christopher (Forensic Science)  
Small-scale genetic structure of American black bears illustrates potential postglacial recolonization routes Author(s): Pelletier Agnes; Obbard Martyn E.; White Bradley N.; Kyle Christopher J. Source: JOURNAL OF MAMMALOGY Volume: 92 Issue: 3 Pages: 629-644 DOI: 10.1644/10-MAMM-A-212.1

Panmixia on a continental scale in a widely distributed colonial waterbird Author(s): Reudink Matthew W.; Kyle Christopher J.; Noceca Joseph J.; et al. Source: BIOLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE LINNEAN SOCIETY Volume: 102 Issue: 3 Pages: 583-592 DOI: 10.1111/j.1095-8312.2010.01608.x
LaFleur, Peter

"Dave, come on": Indigenous Identities and Language Play in Yves Souli Durand’s Hamlet-le-Malécite, in Studies in Canadian Literature/ Études en littérature canadienne. 35:2, pp. 53-75.


**Lew, Byron (Economics)**


**Lohmann, Roger (Anthropology)**


**MacKay, Don (Environmental & Resource Science/Studies)**


**MacLeod, Ann (Trent/Fleming School of Nursing)**


**MacLeod, Lewis (English Literature)**


McIntosh, Michele (Trent/Fleming School of Nursing)
McIntosh, M.J. (2011) A situation analysis of gendered, rural, end-of-life caregiving. Official program of the Festival of International Conferences on Disability, Caregiving, and Technology (FIDDCAT), Toronto, Canada.

McKenna Neuman, Cheryl (Geography)

McKinnon, Christine (Philosophy)
Review of Jan Narveson’s This is Ethical Theory (Illinois: Open Court, 2009) in Analysis Reviews (2011) 71(2): 397-399.

Meneley, Anne (Anthropology)

Metcalf, Chris (Environmental & Resource Science/Studies)
Munson, Marit (Anthropology)

Murray, Dennis (Biology)


Narine, Suresh (Physics & Astronomy/Chemistry)


Jiaqing Zuo, Shaojun Li, Laziz Bouzidi and Suresh S. Narine (2011) Thermoplastic Polyester Amides Derived From Oleic Acid, Polymer, 52(20), 4503-4516.


Neumann, Michael (Philosophy)


Newhouse, David (Indigenous Studies/ Business Administration)


Nicol, Heather (Geography)


Nol, Erica (Biology)


Smith-Chant, Brenda (Psychology)


Solway, Jacqueline (International Development Studies/Anthropology)

Stairs, Robert (Chemistry)

Stapleton, Tim (History)


Steffler, Margaret (English Literature)


Storey, Ian (Ancient History & Classics)

Stoyles, Byron (Philosophy)

Struthers, James (Canadian Studies)

Summerfeldt, Laura (Psychology)


Svischev, Igor (Chemistry)


Symons, Thomas (Canadian Studies)

Thomas, Yves
(Modern Languages & Literatures)
“Transit vers Babel”, in Plurilinguisme et avant-gardes, Peter Lang, Bruxelles, Pages 523-533, 2011


Patricia Izquierdo, Devenir poétique à la Belle Époque (1900-1914) in Histoires littéraires No 46, Avril-Mai-Juin 2011, p.142.

Timbers, Frances
(History)

Visser, Beth
(Psychology)


Wallschläger, Dirk
(Environmental & Resource Studies)


Wattmough, Shaun
(Environmental & Resource Studies)


Wearing, Joseph (Political Studies)


White, Bradley (Biology)


White, Sandra (Trent/Fleming School of Nursing) Registered Nurses’ Association of Ontario, (2011). End-of-Life Care During the Last Days and Hours. Toronto, ON: Registered Nurses’ Association of Ontario.


